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phase ii:develop the repeatable crack initiation and propagation prediction methodology to a
deployment ready state. greater ability to analyze the available data and predict damage under
expanded conditions will be implemented, developed processes/models will be validated against

current standards. the methodology will utilize the fea software to provide a quantitative description
of damages in the form of material removals, and effectively evaluate the quality and effectiveness

of unconventional repairs. the goal of the phase ii will be a robust, user friendly methodology
useable with available fea software resulting in measurable improvements in the determination and
evaluation of a vast array of bonded repair techniques. description:the f-35 lightning ii joint program
office is responsible for the acquisition of software and hardware in support of the f-35 mission. the
air force wishes to provide the warfighter with innovative software tools to increase the efficiency of
software development and is looking to do so by partnering with pioneering small businesses that
may have solutions to air force challenges, including but not limited to: 1. multisource data fusion

and management 2. conditional optimization in building data files 3. synthetic radio frequency
environment generation and scenario development 4. high fidelity modeling and simulation for test

5. automated data file deployment and delivery 6. analytical mapping software 7. integration of
disparate data sources 8. data encryption additionally, solutions must be compatible with the
existing containerized development pipeline and interface with existing software products (i.e.

pivotal container services and pivotal cloud foundry).
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phase ii:demonstrate the
ability to integrate software

into the radio board to enable
the software to run on a variety
of platforms, and demonstrate
the ability to achieve software
defined radio capabilities to

reduce development and
program cost. (note: proposers

are expected to include
concept demonstration in
phase ii as part of their
proposals.) technical

consultant: masters of science
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or equivalent in engineering. at
least 15 years experience in
the field of communications,

preferably in the area of
software defined radio (sdr)

development and
implementation and other

multi-media wireless
communication systems

development and
implementation. experience in
the development of complex

hardware and software
systems, and a demonstrated
ability to develop a technical
solution to a specific problem

in a rigorous and efficient
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manner. experience with a
variety of software tools and
languages such as matlab,

presto, c, c++, python, fortran,
and simulink. project manager:

masters of science or
equivalent in management. at
least 10 years experience in
the field of communications.
experience in the design and

construction of a complex
project from the beginning to

the end. experience in the
scope of the program

development and in the level
of management of the
program. experience in
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project/program budgeting,
financial management, and

budget planning. experience in
overseeing staff development

and training. experience in
providing technical expertise in
designing, implementing, and

evaluating the technical
aspects of a program.

experience in the design and
implementation of complex
projects. experience in the
development of complex
software and hardware

systems, and a demonstrated
ability to develop a technical
solution to a specific problem
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in a rigorous and efficient
manner. knowledge of the

applicable far/dfars rules and
regulations for the federal
government. 5ec8ef588b
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